Retreat
Applicants are required to attend the Sedona retreat prior to making application to the program. An exception may be made if the applicant has officially registered for the next Sedona retreat. However, no licensing will be finalized until after retreat completion. The retreat requirement may also be waived if the applicant has spent time with a LRMT who knows the applicant well.

Teachers in the program are required to attend the Sedona Retreat every other year. An exception may be made for an International Teacher if they attend the Hana retreat, every other year, (if scheduled), but they must attend the Sedona retreat once within every 6 years.

Review classes
The student teacher may review with any fully licensed LRMT who is teaching internationally. For example, a Chinese student may choose to review a class taught by an LRMT in Taiwan or Japan.

Co-teach
Option 1 - The student teacher travels to the mentor’s class and co-teaches with the mentor. The student teacher pays all their own expenses and the class fee to the mentor teacher.

Option 2 – The mentor travels to the student teacher’s class. The mentor and student teacher negotiate the financial arrangements so that the mentor’s expenses are covered plus a 50/50 percentage split of the tuition for students over 8 with a minimum of $3000 for Reiki I and II and a minimum of $6,000 for Reiki Master and Karuna. If the student teacher teaches in another language, a translator will be included. The cost of the class can be increased to accommodate the expense of the translator.

Option 3 – William will handle the class review and co-teach for Asian students and someone else will mentor the student monthly.

Option 4 – A mentor teacher will mentor students from Europe and India.

Option 5 – Record the class live with zoom and have all participate online. The translator will be live on Zoom and translating the class as it is happening if it is possible. The student teacher will pay the class fee for 8 students per level to the mentor teacher.
Option 6 - The student teacher will record the entire class in audio/video with the student teacher teaching in English or with an English translator. The student teacher will pay the class fee for 8 students per level to the mentor teacher.

Background check
Find a company that can do it for the country we need.

Psychological evaluation
In place of the psychological evaluation, an hour interview will be conducted by a counselor or psychologist. The applicant can share an issue he/she has worked on and have resolved and a current issue he/she is working on. A standardized list of questions will be created.